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Abstract 

In the last years of 1960s, in which Savushun is published, the contradictions of the Iranian society, arising 
due to the process of modernization, are accelerating to meet their climax in the 1978 revolution. 
Daneshvar, in this novel, makes an attempt to address this society and to provide it with solutions which 
remain ultimately imaginary, hence ideological. In this essay, by utilizing Fredric Jameson’s system of 
analysis, specifically the first of the three horizons he constructs, namely the political horizon, I will 
reconstruct the historical dilemma which is responsible for generating the narrative apparatus of Savushun. 
In this fashion, I will recognize a basic duality in the form of the novel which is to be scrutinized to reveal 
the ideological double-bind inherent in it. This ideological closure illustrated in Greimas’ semiotic rectangle 
is then to be rendered by the main characters of the novel both not to remain abstract and to be talked 
about as a social contradiction. In other words, the ambivalent form of the novel is taken into consideration 
as a way for a meditation on the history underlying it. This part of the history of the modern Iran is going 
to be discussed as a matter of doubt for the cultivated middle class society of the 1960s, facing with and 
participating in the process of modernization, to know whether they should succumb to the new streams of 
development whole heartedly or they could resist it to some extent –but to what extent? – to come up with 
a modern life of their own. Mike Featherstone’s distinction between the heroic life and the everyday life is 
employed to conceptualize this historical dilemma from which the novel thrives. 
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Savushun is a triumphant embodiment 
of the realistic novel both in its form and 
content. This narrative, moreover than 
registering the details of everyday life of an 
era in Iranian history, constitutes a hybrid 
form in that it employs opposing literary 
genres and myriads of literary techniques 
and devices to devise “imaginary or formal 
solutions to unresolvable social 
contradictions”. 1  Daneshvar was a PhD 
holder in Persian literature when she 
moved to America to study creative 
writing. Therefore, when writing 
Savushun, she was a virtuoso in utilizing 
copious Persian-classic and modern 
literary trends and styles. Daneshvar 
employs the classic genre of romance, 
fairy tales, and myths alongside the 
historical and political novel to come up 
with an allegorical narrative apparatus 
whose paramount mission is to depict 
social contradictions and to resolve them 
in the imaginary level of the text. This 
allegorical purpose is pursued by 
Daneshvar consciously to the degree that 
she names her novel after a ritual held to 
mourn the killing of a mythic hero, 
Siavash. Nevertheless, Daneshvar is intent 
on writing a novel which can arduously 
capture the everyday life of a people living 
in the midst of the Second World War in 
Shiraz, one of the historic and pioneering-
modern provinces of Iran. Congruent 
with this binate vocation of the novel –in 
Daneshvar’s own terms imagination plus 
documentation - is the fractured structure 
of the narrative. As we will see this formal 
cleavage is what, in the sense that Jameson 
proposes, can voice the historical dilemma 
from which Savushun emerges.  

 
1 Fredric Jameson, Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (London and New York: Routledge, 

1983), 64. 
2 Jameson, Political Unconscious, 62. 

Fredrick Jameson, in his insightful 
book “Political Unconscious”, utilizes 
three concentric levels, or as he calls them 
“horizons”, which are progressively 
widening, to elicit social and historical 
meanings available in an artistic work. 
Each horizon favors its own object of 
study. In this sense, the text is successively 
transformed through the horizons first of 
all political in which the object of study is 
the individual text itself, then social in 
whose framework critic takes the work as 
an “utterance” articulated within the 
vaster sphere of antagonistic dialogue 
between social classes and finally historical 
which is aimed at scrutinizing what 
Jameson following Hjelmslev calls “the 
ideology of form”. However I will 
strategically restrict the scope of the 
current discussion on Savushun to the 
first, political horizon to reconstruct the 
fundamental contradiction which 
generates the narrative apparatus of this 
novel.  

Within the framework of the political 
horizon “the individual narrative, or the 
individual formal structure, is to be 
grasped as the imaginary resolution of a 
real contradiction”.2  Hence the work of 
art in general, and here the novel, is 
understood as a “symbolic act”. And this is 
what differentiates our reading of the text 
within this horizon from what Jameson 
calls “ordinary explication de texte” by which 
a conventional critic finds it adequate to 
search for social or con-textual 
counterparts of the details of the narrative. 
Insofar as the contradictions out of which 
the work thrives are unsolvable in reality, 
or as Jameson asserts “insurmountable in 
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their own terms” 1 , the aesthetic work 
summons them up to provide them with 
solutions which remain ultimately utopic, 
hence ideological. In this sense, the critic’s 
task in this first horizon is to give an 
account of the form of the artefact in a 
way that the social is inherently inscribed 
in it. In other words, here the critic must 
scape the twin traps of formalism and 
vulgar Marxism, the former being 
imprisoned in the structure of the artifact, 
the latter dismissing the telling aesthetic 
features of the work in favor of a context 
which sometimes imposes meanings 
rather than encouraging them. As 
Jameson asserts, the way to achieve this 
goal is:  

“by construing purely formal patterns 
as a symbolic enactment of the social 
within the formal and the 
aesthetic…our discovery of a text’s 
symbolic efficacy must be oriented by 
a formal description which seeks to 
grasp it as a determinate structure of 
still properly formal contradictions.”2 

And it is to this inherently formal 
description of Savushun as the very locus 
of registering the contradictions of a 
history that I now turn.  

The plot of Savushun is twofold in 
advance in that it is distributed between its 
two main characters, namely Yousef and 
Zari, a couple living in their townhouse 
amid the Second World War in Shiraz. 
Although Daneshvar narrates various 
characters’ stories to endow the novel 
with the multiplicity of voices, she invests 

 
1 Ibid, 64. 
2 Ibid, 63. 
3 Jameson, Political Unconscious, 140. 

the main plot to narrate the domestic life 
of the couple. The husband; Yousef, and 
the wife; Zari, are the hero and the 
protagonist of the novel; respectively. In 
other words, although the story seems to 
be about Yousef’s heroic life and deeds, it 
is unfold before the reader through Zari’s 
eyes and feelings. It will be clear at the end 
of the novel that we have only been told 
about Yousef’s death and it is Zari’s life 
dominating the novel. In this fashion, 
most of the novel deals with Zari’s 
emotional ups and downs, thoughts, past 
life, present anxieties, and the changes 
which the future has in store for her. On 
the contrary, we know very little about 
Yousef’s past life, the path he has gone 
along to gain such a perfect personality he 
now has and his current feelings towards 
everyday phenomena. In this sense, on the 
one hand we have Yousef’s story which 
belongs to the mythic, historic level of the 
text and remains mostly untold, and on 
the other hand there is Zari’s story which 
happens at the everyday level of the text 
which is originally the task of the form of 
novel to come to terms with.  

Therefore when it comes to Yousef, 
the reader is told a classic story the events 
of which, like what one may read in the 
form of a closed adventure and classical 
recits, are “over and done with before the 
narrative begins”3. Yousef is an educated 
feudal aristocrat who, in the middle of war 
and famine, decides, against the will and 
dictate of the state, not to sell his annual 
harvest to the foreign troops who have 
occupied the country and to distribute it 
among his serfs. His character favors all 
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one needs to pursue a heroic life. He is 
reluctant to pursue more wealth at the 
expense of the starving of his own people. 
Moreover, he is a risk taker who is willing 
to do anything in defense of what seems 
to be true. And as Zari’s fears are augury 
he is going to be martyrized as the result 
of his resistance and disobedience. Yousef 
knows that, by pursuing this manner, he 
will be accorded the recognition of the 
“true man”. In a dialogue with his brother, 
Khan Kaka, after condemning him of 
acting contemptuously against the enemy, 
and also in another dialogue with Zari at 
the end of the day in their bedroom he 
says: 

“…let them know that there is at least 
a man in this country”. 

As Mike Featherstone explains: 

“The emphasis in the heroic life is on 
courage to struggle and achieve 
extraordinary goals, the quest for 
virtue, glory and fame, which contrasts 
with the lesser everyday life pursuit of 
wealth, property and earthly love. The 
everyday world is the one which the 
hero departs from, leaving behind the 
sphere of care and maintenance 
(women, children and the old); only to 
return to its acclaim should his tasks be 
completed successfully.”1 

 In this sense Yousef is living his life 
not for the sake of it but for whatever 
consequences it may have for the history, 
instead. Therefore, in the novel, he is the 
very venue of the incidents which are 
historically or politically meaningful. In 

 
1 Mike Featherstone, Undoing Culture: Globalization, Postmodernism and Identity (SAGE Publications 2000), 58-9. 
2 Simin Daneshvar, Savushun (Kharazmi Pub 1969), 121-130. 

other words, he tries to sculpt a form out 
of his life which can pose as a meaningful 
gesture against the history.  

Zari, on the other hand, is the very 
locus of all those formal inventions and 
textual determinants which render the work 
a realistic novel. Through Zari the reader 
is taken into Shiraz, different locations in 
it and also ordinary people who, as they 
say, belong to “the alley and the street”. 
Zari opens portals to real Shiraz at the 
time. In this novel, Daneshvar utilizes 
“free indirect style” to let Zari be in charge 
of the narrative to talk about her inner 
feelings, and to elucidate her entwined 
past and present. Indeed, except for a 
passage in which Youse’s sister; Auntie, is 
reminiscing about her past life, Zari is the 
only character in the story whose past life 
is taken into account in the form of 
epiphanies both to perform empathy and 
to trace the changes she has been through. 
In contrast to the static, unproblematic 
character of Yousef is Zari’s dynamic 
character who, as Lucaks believes, as the 
true hero of the novel remains 
problematical. She is in a problematic 
situation in two senses. Zari is struggling 
with the mundane routine of the everyday 
life which has reduced her to the position 
of a “waterwheel”2. She believes that the 
repetitive responsibilities of the everyday 
life have left her naïve. The more 
fundamental problem she has got is the 
quality of bravery she has lost due to the 
responsibilities put on her shoulders after 
she got married. Featherstone explains 
one of the four characteristics most 
frequently associated with everyday life as 
follows:  
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“The everyday is regarded as the 
sphere of reproduction and 
maintenance, a pre-industrial zone in 
which the basic activities which sustain 
the other worlds are performed, largely 
by women.” 1 

In this sense, Yousef who is 
demanding courage from Zari is the one 
who is responsible for her cowardice. Zari 
is constantly at trouble to avert the threats 
which Yousef’s heroic, unyielding actions 
bring about to their domestic life. She 
implores Yousef not to take the war into 
their townhouse. In other words, she 
constantly compromises with the enemy 
and is too afraid to make courageous 
decisions because Yousef; too 
unbendingly, makes courageous decisions 
to disobey the greater powers which 
endanger the life of the family in advance. 
But Zari’s timidity or one can say her 
flexibility, is also granting the enemy 
opportunities to intrude the household 
and is letting them deprive the family from 
its precious belongings, first a pair of 
earrings and then a horse, both of which 
play strong symbolic roles in their turn. 
Jameson takes this inconsistency as a 
“contradiction which is governed by a 
properly dialectical thinking”. 2  In his 
methodology, Jameson formulates this 
contradiction as an antinomy which can 
be “most appropriately mapped out by 
semiotic method, which is in this sense the 
privileged instrument of analysis of 
ideological closure”. 3  Then he 
appropriates Greimas’ semiotic rectangle 

 
1 Mike Featherstone, Undoing Culture, 55. 
2 Jameson, Political Unconscious, 153. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 

which “suggests an initial formulation of 
this antinomy or double bind”. 4  If we 
want to sketch out the contradiction 
prevailing in Savushun as an antinomy 
then we will come up with the following 
formulation: on one hand we have valor + 
inflexibility and on the other timidity + 
flexibility.  

This underlying ideological 
contradiction, as Jameson would call it, 
“can evidently be expressed in the form of 
a meditation on history”5: Daneshvar as a 
cultivated and educated woman from the 
pioneering middle class in 1960s, facing 
with and participating in the process of 
modernization which; apart from 
developing the country, is destroying its 
identity and working traditions, is 
bewildered by the question of how one 
can be valorous enough to be determined 
to resist the greater powers and to 
maintain what she has inherited, and 
simultaneously be not too obdurate to let 
them lead to total destruction, and 
moreover to benefit from what they can 
bring about to the country. We didn’t have 
enough space to explain the allegorical 
dimensions of the story, suffice it here to 
note that the couple’s townhouse 
understandably stands for the notion of 
the country itself.  

Jameson believes that the historical 
pensee sauvage or the political 
unconscious, facing with such an 
intolerable closure, seeks to find a way out 
“by projecting combinations of these 
various semes: to work through the 
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various possible combinations is then 
concretely to imagine the life forms, or the 
characterological types, that can embody 
and manifest such contradictions, which 
otherwise remain abstract and 
repressed.”1 Of the four combinations, we 
have already mentioned two of them: 
valor + inflexibility which is the place 
Yousef occupies, and timidity + flexibility 
which belongs to Zari. The two others 
slots are called the “complex term” which 
is the ideal synthesis of the two major 
terms. And the “neutral term” which is the 
union of purely negative or privative terms 
which would subsume the simple 
contradictories of the two terms of the 
initial binary opposition”.2 

Two other members of the family 
stand for these two last terms. Yousef’s 
brother, Khan Kaka, is, by pursuing 
“wealth, property, earthly love”, willing to 
compromise with the powers to fulfill his 
goals. But at the same time in a macho 
manner, he is reluctant to be flexible 
towards anything which contradicts his 
will. By assembling timidity + inflexibility 
in his character, he stands for the “neutral 
term”. And Yousef’s sister, Auntie, is the 
very locus for the “complex term”. Her 
real name is Ghods Alsaltaneh. She is an 
elderly widow who is revealed, in her 
reminiscences, to be educated and to have 
taken hold of the agricultural lands she has 
inherited successfully before she becomes 
addicted to smoking opium and forcefully 
a stay-at-home. She is rendered as a 
resourceful woman as courageous as 
Yousef to stand against the depravities of 
the logic of the everyday life, and as 
concerned as Zari to make thoughtful 

 
1 Ibid, 144. 
2 Ibid, 154. 

decisions. In this sense she is the best 
nominee for the “complex term” which is 
the ideal synthesis. Nevertheless, she 
cannot run the townhouse or put her 
visions into practice due to her addiction 
and one may say to the male dominated-
rules of the society. The relationships of 
the four terms can be illustrated in the 
following chart.  

 
At the end, it is worth noticing that 

although Greimas takes the semiotic 
rectangle as the basic structure of all 
meaning, Jameson utilizes it to come up 
with a closed meaning, a double bind, or 
the limits of a historically specific social 
and political unconsciousness. In this 
essay we have reconstructed the dilemma 
as a contradiction which generates the 
narrative but exploring the resolutions 
which are proposed to the closure in the 
novel remains the task of the other two 
social and historical horizons.  
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